
Week 7 Lesson 2 Questions 

Can I use rhetorical questions? 

RED 

Which of these questions are rhetorical and which aren’t? 

1. Who would like sugar in their tea? 

2. Can’t you do anything right? 

3. If you had the chance to follow your dreams wouldn’t you do the 

same? 

Choose a suitable sentence starter or use your own to make a rhetorical 
question.  They don’t necessarily have to come before your statement. 

How could you possibly…? Are you…? What about…? 

Do you really think…? Why not…? Do we need to…? 

Who doesn’t…? Who can deny…? Wouldn’t you...? 

e.g.  How could you possibly deny that teachers deserve a pay rise? 

e.g. If people live in a cold wet climate, they will spend more time 
indoors.  Wouldn’t you? 

4. computer games are good for you 

5. school holidays should be made shorter so that we can spend 

more time learning in school 

6. The richest people are the most successful  

7.  Going to bed earlier means you are less tired 

8.  Smoking is bad for you 

9.  People should only be allowed to have one child 

10.  Hurting animals is cruel 

 

   



Yellow 

Choose a suitable rhetorical phrase or use your own to make a 
rhetorical question.  They don’t necessarily have to come before your 
statement. 

How could you possibly…? Are you…? What about…? 

Do you really think…? Why not…? Do we need to…? 

Who doesn’t…? Who can deny…? Wouldn’t you...? 

e.g.  How could you possibly deny that teachers deserve a pay rise? 

e.g. If people live in a cold wet climate, they will spend more time 
indoors.  Wouldn’t you? 

1. computer games are good for you 

2. school holidays should be made shorter so that we can spend 

more time learning in school 

3. the richest people are the most successful  

4.  going to bed earlier means you are less tired 

5.  smoking is bad for you 

6.  people should only be allowed to have one child 

7.  hurting animals is cruel 

8.  people need to eat 

9. marmite is delicious 

10. football is more popular than tennis 

 

 

   



GREEN 

Make suitable rhetorical questions from the following statements: 

e.g.  How could you possibly deny that teachers deserve a pay rise? 

e.g. If people live in a cold wet climate, they will spend more time 
indoors.  Wouldn’t you? 

1. computer games are good for you 

2. school holidays should be made shorter so that we can spend 

more time learning in school 

3. the richest people are the most successful  

4.  going to bed earlier means you are less tired 

5.  smoking is bad for you 

6.  people should only be allowed to have one child 

7.  hurting animals is cruel 

8.  people need to eat 

9. marmite is delicious 

10. football is more popular than tennis 

 


